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Hamel f has considered those geometries in which the straight line is the

shortest distance between two points. The axioms at the basis of these geome-

tries are, except for some minor changes, the well known axioms of Hilbert,

and are such that by means of them a one to one correspondence can be estab-

lished between the points in the plane and pairs of numbers (x,y). " Length"

of any rectifiable curve y = y(x) between two given points (aï,, yx), (x2, y.,) is

defined | as an integral,

I   g(x,y,p)dx,       p = dy/dx.

The nature of the geometry will then depend on the particular form of the inte-

gral chosen.

Hamel then studies the geometries for which these axioms are satisfied and

for which the integral shall have such a form that its value taken from xx to x2

along a straight line shall be less than that along any other rectifiable curve join-

ing the two points (xx, yx) and (as,, y2).

Hamel's methods apply, with but slight modifications, to the problem we-

wish to consider in this paper ; viz., the study of a geometry in the upper half-

plane whose elements satisfy the axioms given by Hamel, but in which the last

stated restriction on length shall be replaced by the following :

* Presented to the Society February 28, 1903, under a different title. Received for publica-

tion October 28, 1905.

t Hamel, lieber die Geometrieen in denen die Geraden die Kürzesten sind, dissertation, Göttin-

gen, 1901; in revised form, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 57 (1903), pp. 231-264.

i Hamel defines the length of a straight line between two points as a function of the coordi-

nates of the points and shows that it can be expressed as an integral taken along the straight

line. In his dissertation he then tacitly assumes that length along any curve is expressed by

the same integral (p. 13) ; in the article, in the Annalen already referred to. this assumption

is definitely stated ( p. 241 ). Another method would be to define length along any curve as the

limit of the length of inscribed polygons, as is usual in Euclidean geometry, and then to prove

that the limit would be the value of the same definite integral which expressed the length along

the straight line segment, taken along the limiting curve. It seems simpler to start with the

above definite integral as the definition of length of any curve.
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The shortest distance between two points shall be the segment of that circle

joining the points whose center lies on the boundary line ( x-axis ) of the half

plane.

This leads to an inverse problem in the calculus of variations. For by

this last restriction the shortest lines are given, and the problem is to find the

integral
/»*2

9(x,y,p)dxf«/¡Tl

which will be minimized by these shortest lines. There will in general be an

infinite number of solutions to such a problem and our object is to determine

the most general function g satisfying these assumptions.

In addition to the problem stated above we shall consider (in section 2) the

geometries in which transversals are perpendicular to their extremals ; in partic-

ular, Hamel's geometries and the geometries in which circles are the shortest

distances. In section 3 examples of particular cases of the "circle geometry"

will be given.

§ 1. Determination of the integrand g.

To determine the definition of length in the geometries defined above we

must then find the most general function g(x, y, p) such that the solution of

the problem of rendering
/•J-2

(1) Z=  I   g(x, y, p)dx
«An

a minimum is given by the function y defined by

(2) (x-a)2 + f = c2,

i e., the so-called extremals (minimizing curves of our integral) must be the

circles with centres on the as-axis, whose differential equation is

1+p2
(3) y"=(f>(x,y,p)-— .

From the calculus of variations we know * that the first necessary condition

that the curve y = y(x) shall minimize the integral

f«/*1

g(x> y,p)d>x

is that y = y(x) should satisfy Euler's equation

r/d2g d2g d2g        dg

dp2     * dydp      dxdp      dy

*Bolza, Lectures on the Calculus of Variations, p. 22.
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Darboux* has pointed out that, conversely, if Etjler's equation has as

extremals the solutions of y" = <f> ( x, y, p ), the function g ( x, y, p) must satisfy

the differential equation

d2g d2g        d2g       dg

*   ' ™dp2      "dydp     dxdp     dy ~

If we differentiate this equation with respect to p we obtain the following

linear differential equation for M = d2g/dp2:

dM       ôM      ,dM dé     n

(5) -ëx-+r-W + *lîp- + Mcïp = 0>

where é is defined by equation (3).

The most general solution of equation (5) in our case is f

(6') M=y2.W[y2(l+p2),x + yp],

where Wis an arbitrary function of the arguments y2(l -f p2) and x + yp.

It follows that g must have the form

rv /»?

(6) 9 = yl\   J   W[y2(l-rp2),x + yp~\dpdp+p-wx(x,y) + w2(x,y),

where wx and w2 are functions of x and y alone which must be so restricted

that g satisfies equation (4).

Since the differential equation from which g is obtained is equation (4) dif-

ferentiated with respect to p, the result of substituting g in (4) must result at

most in a function of x and y alone. If we call K(x,y) the function resulting

from substituting

9o = y2 I    I   Wdpdp
\)c    %J c

in (4), then it is readily seen that the result of substituting g in (4) gives

„. .      dw.      dw2
K(x,y)+^--^2=0.

Moreover since the substitution of g0 in (4) must result in a function free

from y we may evaluate it by giving y a particular value, say y = 0, from

which it follows that K(x, y) must have the form — y ■ W(y2, x).

Hence our last equation becomes

(7) -.!W..) + £-$-..

* Darboux, Leçons, vol. 3, p. 53.    In solving Euler's equation for onr problem we have

followed closely the method given by Darboux.

fSee, for instance, Fricke, Analytisch-Funktionentheoretische Vorlesungen, p. 467.
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If wx and w2 are particular values of w,  and w2 respectively, which satisfy

(7), then the most general values of wx and w2 are given by

_       d u du
wl=*wl + -0-, w2 = w2+dx,

where u is an arbitrary function of x and y. We may then choose one of the

functions ■wl and w2 arbitrarily and the other can be determined by equation

(7).    Let, then, w2 = 0, and we have

wx = y I    W(y2, x)dx.

The function g now becomes

pp  pp
g = y2 I     I     W[y2(l +p2), x + yp~\dpdp

rx T   ,   -, , ónix, y)     du(x9 y)

+ ypjx   W(y2,x)dx+p-\yy->+ ~^iy.

This is the most general solution of the problem, where W and u are arbitrary

functions of the arguments indicated.

We then know :

1) That the circles (2) are extremals, i. e., they satisfy Etjler's equation

when g is given by equation (8).

2) That a family of these circles through a point in the upper half plane does

not have an envelope in this region, and therefore the condition known in

the calculus of variations as Jacobi's condition is satisfied.

If we now impose on g the condition 3) that g (x, y, p) > 0 for x and y

in the upper half plane and for any finite p, the above three conditions are suf-

ficient in order that the arcs of our circles shall render the integral j gdx a

strong minimum as compared to its value for curves in a restricted neighbor-

hood.*

Furthermore, through any two points of the upper half plane we can pass one

and only one extremal f [i. e., arc of the circles (2)] and hence this arc will

actually render the integral a strong minimum not only in comparison to curves

in a restricted neighborhood but in comparison to any curves in our region

* BoLZA, loc. cit., p. 96, theor. V. Also see BoLZA for the definitions of strong minimum, abso-

lute minimum, neighborhood, etc.

t For two points on the vertical we can consider this vertical as the limiting case of our circles

when the center has receded to infinity along the z-axis. In this case p is not finite, but this

can be overcome by taking as the definition of length in this case

£»(•» ».{)«*

where g = dx/dy.    Or by taking the problerrj in parameter-representation the above difficulty

would be avoided.
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joining the two points, i. e., the circles (2) render the integral an absolute

minimum.

In order that condition 3) shall be satisfied we must impose the following

condition on the function W:

W[y2(l +p2)i % + yp~\ > 0 for x and y in the upper half plane and for

every finite p.

The function g can be reduced to a form containing only one integration, if

we make the following transformation :

Let us define the function ÍZsuch that

cos2 6
W[y2(l +p2),x + yp]= —r- U(y2 sec2 6, x + y tan 6),

where p = tan 6, c = tan 0O. Then by integration by parts g can readily be

reduced to the form

1     r"
9 = iTcoitf I sin(ö-T)• u(y2se°2T'x + ytanT)dr

{ ' tanÖ Ftt,  2      n j du     du

+ ^JX!)U{y'X)dX+Pdy + dx-

We have therefore the following result :

Any geometry in the upper half plane in which the element of length is

defined by

dl = dx \-n I   sin (6 — r) ■ U(y2 sec2 t, x + y tan r)dr

tan 6 fx TT/ du     du 1

+ -y2~l0U{y'x)dx + pdy+ôx\>

where Z7> 0 for all x and y in the upper half plane and for every finite p,

has the circles (x — a)2 + y2 = c2 as shortest distances.

Any two points * may be joined by one such circle which has a shorter length,

according to the definition of length given above, than any other curve joining

the two points.

If we impose Hamel's strong monodrome axiom — that the length of a

curve from A to B shall be the same as the length from B to A—we must

further restrict^. Following Hamel f without giving details we obtain the

result : In order that the strong monodrome axiom shall be satisfied it is

necessary and sufficient that U Shall have the period it considered as a function

of 6 ; the values of du/dx and du/dy are given by

* See last footnote above,

t Hamel, loc. cit., p. 18.
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= s-  I        sin t • £7( y2 sec2 t, as -f- y tan t) ¿t ,

du 1      fe"+" ^      /m
di/==~2yj       cosTU(y2aec2T,x + yta,nT)dT-—2J   U(f,x)dx,

and are thus determined aside from a constant.    The function g then reduces to

1   c*
(9') 9 = W   I     sin(# — T) ' U(y2 sec2 t, x -f y tan t)íZt.

§ 2.  Transversals perpendicular to their extremals.

Suppose we have a one parameter set of extremals simply covering a portion

of the plane. Let p be the function of x and y which defines the direction of

an extremal at the point (x, y). Then a transversal,* y = Y(x), is determined

by the equation

(10) 9(x,y,p) + y-¿lc-p)9P(xiy>p) = (ii

where dY/dx refers to the transversals.

Geometrically stated, f two transversals to the same set of extremals are two

curves which intercept on the extremals arcs along which the integral under

consideration has a constant value.

If for any set of extremals the transversals are always perpendicular to the

extremals then equation (10) must be an identity in x, y,p when for dY/dx is

substituted — l//>.

From this it follows readily that g must have the form %

(11) g(x,y,p) = f(x, y)Vl +p*,

where -yjr is an arbitrary function of x and y alone.

Consider now any geometry in which the extremals are perpendicular to the

transversals.    The line element must have the form

dl = yjr(x, y) i/l +p*.

But by the theory of surfaces § we can always find a surface whose line element

has the form

ds = ijr ( u, v ) Vdu2 + dv2.

This surface is represented conformally on the plane by the trivial transfor-

mation u = x, v = y.    Also, as is evident from the theorem of  Gauss that

*Bolza, loo. cit., p. 106.

tBoLZA, loo. cit., p. 172.

} This was first pointed out by E. R. Hedrick in a cours'? of lectures on the oalcnlus of

variations (1901-1902).

§ Darboux, Leçons, livre VII, chap. IV.
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geodesies are perpendicular to the curves of constant geodesic distances, any

geometry obtained by a conformai transformation of a surface on the plane îa

one in which extremals are perpendicular to the transversals.    Therefore,

The necessary and sufficient condition that a geometry be such that extremals

are perpendicular to their transversals is that the geometry be obtained by a

conformai transformation of some surface upon the plane.

Let us now consider the result of making this restriction that extremals shall

be perpendicular to their transversals in the geometries in which the circles (2)

are the shortest distances.

We must then have, from (11) and (8),

WWa+p^x + yp]-^^.

In order that this functional relation shall hold we must have *

d /   y}r(x, y)   \      d /   -f (a;, y)   \      d /   ^(x, y)

dx\y2(l + p*)t J     dy\y2(l+p2)i)     dp\y2(\ + p2)^

or

Hence

dx

0 2y(l+p2) 2tfp

1 p y

yfx + (yfy + t)p = o.

yyjrx = 0 and yy¡r   -+- -fr = 0 .

= 0,

From the second of these equations we see that i/r must have the form yjr = c/y,

where c is an arbitrary constant, and therefore from (11),

g~-i/l+p>.

This is the geometry obtained by a conformai representation of the pseudo-

sphere on the plane. In fact, the line element on the pseudosphere f is given

by ds2 = c2(du2 -f e2adv2) (where — 1/c2 is the constant curvature). By the

conformai transformation v = x, e"u = y the line element becomes

dp = c,d^+ßf
y

or the form given above.    Therefore,

The most general geometry in which the circles (2) are the shortest distances

and extremals are perpendicular to their transversals is obtained by a con-

formal transformation of the pseudosphere upon the plane.

* Pascal, Reperlorium der Höheren Mathematik, vol. 1, p. 52.

t Darboux, loc. cit., vol. 3, p. 394.
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In the case of Hamel's geometries * g is of the form

Xp   rp du     du
J     W(p,y-xp)dpdp+p^ + è-,

and if the extremals are to be perpendicular to their transversals, we find, pro-

ceeding as above, that

£*2 _

\/l + P2dx.

The case c = 0 is excluded by our axioms, and for c = 1 the geometry is the

ordinary Euclidean geometry ; c =f= 1 gives simply a magnification of the plane,

that is, a Euclidean geometry with a different unit of length. We have there-

fore the following conclusion :

The Euclidean geometry is the most general geometry possible in which the

shortest lines are the straight lines and the transversals are perpendicular to

the shortest lines.

§ 3. Examples.

Let us now consider some particular examples of the geometries in which the

circles are the shortest distances.

Example 1.    Let U= const. = 1.     From equation (9') we then obtain

(1.2) /. rvl+^dx,y «A,      y

and the transversals y = Y(x) must satisfy

dV
(13) ^P^-°-

From the equation of the circles (2) we have p = (a — x)/y, and if we seek

the transversals corresponding to the extremals through a given point, as

( 1, 1 ), we shall readily have

x2 — 2x — y2 + 2

P = ~2y(l-x)      ■

Then equation (13) becomes, after integration,

(14) (x-l)* + (y-ky = tf-l,

where i is a constant of integration. Hence the transversals are circles with

centers, not at ( 1, 1 ), but at ( 1, k ).

Since the transversals are circles, in order to construct a transversal of

" radius " lx for the extremals through ( 1, 1 ) we need only determine the values

of y above and below ( 1, 1 ) on x = 1 such that the distance from ( 1, 1 ) to

* Hamel, loc. cit., p. 14.
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each of these points is lx and then construct the circles (14) through these

points and with centers on x = 1.

For any line x = const., equation (12) reduces to

¡Î/2

l = logy\

which for yx = 1 and y2 = y gives

(15) I = iôgey-

Hence to lay off a given distance lx from (1,1) along x = 1 we need only solve

for y from logey = lx.

By this method Plate I has been constructed.

Example 2.    Let
1 _cos2jf?

Us=yt(l + P,)~~7~'

In this case we obtain

(16) i-f     1 + 2p2 dx.
Sf(l+f)h

Substituting the values of y and p from the equation of the circles (2) and

integrating we have

„,, ,      1 T       x — a       T2

(17) l-ü[c>-(x-arl-
Let us construct the transversals corresponding to the extremals through (0,1).

The differential equation for the transversals in this case is somewhat compli-

cated. Instead of attempting to solve it, and to construct the transversals as in

the last example, we proceed as follows. If we wish to lay off a length lx along

any of the extremals (except x — 1) from ( 0, 1 ), we let xx = 0, x2 = x in (17)

and solve for x.    This gives

(18) x - a - * --" ± -J c2 4
2\2

(c2-a2)

2{3cZ,(c2-a2)-a}       \     T 4 { 3cZ,(c2 - a2) - a}2'

By means of this equation we can compute x for any given circle (2) through

(0,1) and for a given lx.

For x = const., dx = 0 and (16) becomes

or

1
(19) I     =„-2 (for •/><>),

y    «y

by which a given length lx can be laid off along x = 1.

Plate II has been constructed by use of (18) and (19).

Princeton, N. J.,

October, 1905.


